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Chapter 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
AND SCOPE OF THIS THESIS

General introduction and scope of this thesis

FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY – AN OVERVIEW

which one can study human variation, the foundation and organization of societies
to discuss and share ideas, and boards or organizations through which professionals

Forensic anthropologists apply physical anthropological knowledge and techniques

can guard and maintain the quality of research and forensic expertise in the field.

to support forensic medical examinations. As such, they mainly focus on the

From what is known, Thomas W. Todd and Robert J. Terry were among the first

analysis of skeletonized, burned or decomposed human remains. Techniques for the

to realize the value of constructing a sizeable collection of human skeletal remains

estimation of sex, age-at-death, stature and ancestry (in conjunction also referred

to enable the study of human variation (8). In 1910, after being appointed the chair

to as a biological profile) are most often employed. By developing a biological

of the anatomy department at Washington University, Robert J. Terry started

profile, forensic anthropologists can aid in the identification of unidentified human

collecting the unclaimed bodies of medical school cadavers. The collection process

remains, either by providing a lead for the investigators or by testing the probability

ended in 1967 after being taken over by Mildred Trotter. The collection, consisting

of a tentative identification. Additionally, forensic anthropologists perform detailed

of 1728 human skeletons, was named after Terry (the Terry Anatomical Collection)

analyses to answer questions regarding the traumatic changes and post-mortem

and is housed at the National Museum of History of the Smithsonian Institution (8).

processes (also called taphonomic alterations) that may have affected the remains.

Thomas W. Todd, together with Carl A. Hamman, retained the cadavers previously

The results of forensic anthropological analyses are used within various contexts,

used by medical students, to develop the anatomical collection known as the

such as the justice system, human rights violation investigations, and the recovery

Hamann-Todd Collection. This collection was created between 1912 and 1938 and is

and identification of victims of natural- or man-made disasters.

located at the Cleveland Museum of Natural History, and contains over 3100 human

The history of forensic anthropology

skeletons (8, 9). After recognition of the substantial scientific and educational value
of the abovementioned collections, other skeletal collections such as the William M.

The field of forensic anthropology stems mainly from both Europe and North

Bass Donated Skeletal Collection (10), the Pretoria Bone Collection (11) and the 21st

America, with key contributions to the roots of the field mainly originating in North

Century Identified Skeletal Collection (12), among others, were created.

America by the likes of Thomas Dwight, Aleš Hrdlička and Wilton Krogman (1, 2).

With an increasing number of practitioners and a steady increase in the body

Dwight was the first to conduct research directly related to forensic anthropological

of forensic anthropological knowledge, the need for professional organisations and

issues and subsequently published what is generally accepted as the first forensic

boards became apparent. In 1972, Ellis R. Kerley, along with 14 colleagues, founded

anthropology paper, titled “The Identification of the Human Skeleton: A Medicolegal

the “Physical Anthropology” section within the American Academy of Forensic

Study” (1878) (3). This contribution earned him the title as the “father” of forensic

Sciences (AAFS), and five years later The American Board of Forensic Anthropology

anthropology.

(ABFA). In line with similar boards within the AAFS, the main aim of this board is to

Hrdlička played a major role in the professionalization of the field by founding the
American Association of Physical Anthropologists in 1928 (4). He was consulted by

regulate the quality of forensic anthropology by setting “best practice” standards
and examining practitioners against these set standards (13).

the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) on forensic cases with skeletal remains,

Due to the history of strong contributors to the field, well-established representative

and thus played an important role in the consolidation of the link between law

skeletal collections and the early initiation of research directly aimed at forensic

enforcement organizations and forensic anthropologists (1).

anthropology, the field of forensic anthropology is considered more established in

Krogman was considered an expert on human identification and became the

North America than in Europe. In contrast, Europe has a limited number of modern

“face” of forensic anthropology after publishing various articles and book chapters

skeletal collections (14-19) and formal education tracks that focus solely on forensic

specifically explaining how to analyse and report on skeletal remains from a forensic

anthropology from a bachelor level. Additionally, amongst others for political

context (5-7). These publications contributed to the establishment of forensic

reasons, researchers are reluctant when it comes to using skeletal measurements

anthropology as a scientific discipline.

to quantify human variation and classify populations (20).

Besides for the abovementioned, various key individuals can be considered as

Despite this, the field has flourished over the past decade. More often, forensic

“game changers” to the field due to their contributions. These contributions include;

anthropologists are approached to provide their expert opinion on human

the recognition of the need for representative skeletal reference collections from

identification. With an increased recognition of forensic anthropology in Europe,
the Forensic Anthropology Society of Europe (FASE) was created in 2003 to further
develop and improve the discipline. FASE also founded a regulatory board that,
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like ABFA, focuses on safeguarding the quality of forensic anthropology via the

Despite the existence of numerous well-known skeletal collections from which

certification of eligible professionals. Although based in Europe, this exam is not

estimation methods are developed (i.e. the Bass-, Terry-, Hamman Todd-, Pretoria

necessarily limited to European candidates.

Bone- and Raymond Dart collection (8, 9, 11)), these collections are not necessarily

In the Netherlands, forensic anthropological investigations were historically

representative of the larger residing population. This is due to the fact that these

performed by forensic pathologists and mostly included the estimation of sex (using

collections are usually strongly biased, mostly in terms of sex- and age distribution

mainly morphological techniques), ante-mortem stature and age estimation in the

and/or socioeconomic status (11, 26). In some instances, such as in South Africa,

living (pers comm. Maat (20)). However, with the rise in crime in the Netherlands in

the biases within the skeletal population reflect the demographic characteristics of

the 1980s, and the increasing frequency of unidentified skeletonized human remains

the individuals most often encountered during forensic investigations, therefore not

being found, the police, public prosecutors and forensic pathologists recognized the

hindering the development and testing of estimation methods (11). Unfortunately,

necessity for forensic anthropological support. This support was provided by George

in other countries, the development of representative skeletal collections is severely

J.R. Maat. Maat qualified in medicine and transgressed into forensic anthropology

hampered by factors such as limited accessibility to demographically representative

in the 1980s because of his interest in human skeletal anatomy. What started as

skeletal material, legislation and active migration. For example, in Britain, the Human

supporting the police with the analysis of human skeletal remains for identification

Tissue Act precludes the use of human tissue for forensic research (27), while in

or other forensic purposes, transpired into assisting with the identification of victims

the Netherlands, the demographic composition of human remains obtained through

of several disasters as a member of the ‘Rampen Identificatie Team’ (RIT) and later

body donation programs of universities does not reflect the residing population (28).

‘Landelijk Team Forensisch Onderzoek’ (LTFO), and culminated in a chair in anatomy

The population specificity of forensic anthropological methods coupled with the

and physical anthropology at the department of anatomy of the Leiden University

lack of large representative skeletal collections, means that various countries could

Medical Center (LUMC). After his retirement in 2011, others have taken over to

end up using methods derived from “foreign” populations without actually knowing

further promote physical and forensic anthropology throughout the Netherlands.

to what extent this affects the accuracy of the method. Ultimately this may lead

Recent developments in forensic anthropology

to erroneous conclusions in a forensic anthropology report, with all the associated
consequences.

As an established discipline in forensic science, forensic anthropology is not immune
to the recent increased attention for standardization and state of the art methodology

Virtual bone models as a solution

that has affected the full spectrum of forensic science. This increased attention is

A solution to the lack of representative skeletal population samples could be the

illustrated by various reports, such as that by the National Research Council in 2009

use of clinical radiological data (such as computed tomography (CT) scans) as a

(21) and the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST)

proxy for skeletal collections. The data from these scans might be used to build a

report (22), which emphasized the importance of standardization of practices and

contemporary virtual skeletal database.

establishing the reliability of research methods in forensic science. Additionally,

Building such a database has several advantages. First, the large number of CT

with the introduction of judicial benchmarks such as the well-known Daubert

scans conducted in a clinical setting on a daily basis will most likely allow for the

standards, additional requirements for admissibility as evidence in the court of law

assembly of large databases in a short period of time. Second, the databases can

were formulated. Amongst others, the Daubert standard dictates that a method

continuously be updated with the most modern/current population data. As a result,

must have been tested and have an acceptable known or potential rate of error (i.e.

the database might offer the opportunity to detect secular changes and provides the

accuracy) (23-25).

possibility to regularly re-test/update methods should these trends be present. Third,

Although this sounds simple to achieve, the reality is much more complex. Many

because these virtual skeletal databases could easily be made accessible worldwide,

forensic anthropological methods are population specific, i.e. they cannot readily

comparing human variation within/across populations, as well as determining the

be used outside the population from which they are derived. For methods to meet

accuracies of methods across the various populations may become easier. Fourth,

the Daubert standards, they thus need to be derived from or tested on large skeletal

no expensive or timely skeletal processing (e.g. maceration) is necessary, and the

collections representative for the case at hand. The challenge here lies in the

size of the collection is only limited by the amount of available digital storage space

availability of appropriate contemporary skeletal reference data.

instead of physical size.
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Ultimately, the success of a virtual skeletal database derived from clinical CT

The review process established the Netherlands as being one of the many

scans, depends greatly on the precise modelling of the virtual bone models from

countries that lacked an adequate population specific sex estimation method. As a

the CT images, and the accuracy with which these models represent their actual dry

solution, a pilot study, by means of a straightforward 2-Dimensional (2D) technique

bone counterparts.

using clinical CT data and focusing on the proximal femur, was conducted to test the

Various studies have attempted to answer this question in the past few years (29-

feasibility of a virtual approach. Chapter 3 presents the results hereof.

31), with data mainly being acquired from post-mortem CT scans or CT scans of

During the study described in Chapter 3, various practical and methodological

partially decomposed-/or skeletonized remains. The use of these types of scans

challenges were noted. There were various problems related to using 2D images in

as a source of data does not reflect the challenges that one would encounter when

comparison to 3-Dimensional (3D) reconstructions. However, while considering the

using clinical CT scans. Due to the presence of soft tissue and reduced radiation

switch to virtual 3D models, questions arose regarding the accuracy and precision

levels, clinical CT scans are known to have higher levels of image noise (32), which

of the models when derived from clinical CT scans.

influences the quality of the virtual bone model. Additionally, they are associated

The remainder of this thesis therefore focuses on the use of 3D virtual bone

with numerous sources of variability such as the type of scanner, slice thickness and

models derived from clinical CT scans, and the precision and accuracy of these

the amount of radiation (mAs) used. These sources of variability have the potential

models. Precision concerns the reliability of virtual bones models derived from

to influence the precision and accuracy of virtual bone models. These two very basic

clinical CT scan data, while accuracy assesses how well the virtual bones match

prerequisites (precision and accuracy) are overlooked in most previous studies.

the actual dry bones. Since forensic anthropology estimation methods are usually

This thesis therefore attempts to answer some of the more fundamental questions

based on morphological (shape) or osteometric (size) features, the accuracy is

associated with the use of virtual bone models generated from clinical CT data in

explored for both these approaches.

forensic anthropology.

Chapter 4 answers the question regarding precision: Does the size and shape of
the virtual bone change when the settings under which the CT scan is conducted
varies (i.e. slice thickness and amount of radiation)? The focus then shifts to

AIM AND OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS

accuracy with Chapter 5 examining whether morphological traits regularly assessed
during sex estimation are portrayed the same on the virtual bone models as they are

Given all the above mentioned, the aim of this thesis is to first confirm and illustrate

on the actual dry bones, and Chapter 6 ascertains whether virtual bone models are

the need for an alternative source of population data and subsequently to investigate

equivalent in size in comparison to the actual dry bones.

the suitability of virtual bone models created from clinical CT data as a suitable
alternative to physical skeletal collections.

The findings of thesis are discussed and summarized in Chapter 7 and 8, in both
English and Dutch, respectively.

The confirmation and illustration of the need for population-specific reference
data is focused on sex estimation. This is one of the key components of the biological
profile as all other estimations (age at death, stature and ancestry) are performed
best with an accurate estimation of sex. Although it is generally accepted that
skeletal sex estimation methods are population specific (33-39), a comprehensive
overview of the extent in which they are is currently lacking.
Consequently, Chapter 2 presents the results of a systematic review that explores
the availability of sex estimation methods across population groups. This review
is conducted to gain insight into recent developments in population specific sex
estimation techniques and the way in which these methods were validated.
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